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Published shortly after the end of the American Civil War, this book is unusual in that it contains poems, songs and incidents (humorous and
not) from both sides of the conflict. It adds a great deal of humanity to the overwhelming historical events of the Civil War. It is full of tales of
military rabbit hunts, Irish women smuggling brandy flasks in chickens, and ribald jests and ungentlemanly jokes. It contains a touching
account of a former slave's first free Christmas, heart rending narratives of widows and orphans, and countless tales of heroism. The tales of
heroism often provide the most grisly detail, such as "My mouth was full of blood, fragments of teeth and gravel, my breast-bone almost
broken in and I lay in mud almost two inches deep." This is a book you can dip into anywhere and come away with a new understanding of
the human spirit and the strength, humour and courage it took to survive terrible times.
The Trail follows the forced removal of the Cherokee from their Tennessee village to the Oklahoma reservation. The struggles of the
adventure increase the tension that exists among the Native American captives and their guards, members of the US Army. In the midst of
the tragedy, White Crow, a Cherokee maiden, befriends a soldier named Jake Savage. The resulting relationship between the two contrasts
with the degradation and death prevalent on the Trail of Tears.
Night and the City (1938) made Gerald Kersh's reputation, but it was as a war novelist that he reached a wide readership in 1942, via a pair
of books about British army recruits, led by Sergeant Bill Nelson, preparing to see service in France. This Faber Finds edition collects both
books. '[They Die With Their Boots Clean] is a picture of life in the raw in the Coldstream Guards, with all its rigorous discipline, its humour
and comradeship.' TLS [In The Nine Lives Of Bill Nelson] the conversations are terse, ferociously slangy, full of hyperbole and outrageous
wit, often irresistibly funny.' TLS
This yearlong devotional features one or two verses of scripture for each day of the year, a brief meditation, and a very brief prayer. It focuses
on how the light of God suffuses our daily lives.
The corporate greed of Wall Street meets the Hitchcockian suspense of North by Northwest in this thrilling debut by screenwriter Mark
Hosack (The Good Spy Dies Twice). One day Paul Majors is a respectable businessman looking into some accounting irregularities in his
office’s parent company. The next he’s wading through a murky world of dark finance, uncovering a vast web of illegal activities in the
CEO’s executive circle, being hunted by a ruthless corporate assassin and the FBI, and getting sucked into a second company’s illicit
dealings. As he travels across the United States to unravel the twin mysteries he’s caught in, it’s not clear who Paul can trust—or even who is
who. The woman who seduced him at the hotel bar might be there to help, or take him out. The government agents change with a
chameleon’s ease. Heck, even Paul’s running around under an assumed name! In this corporate shell game of names and motivations,
Paul’s got 1,500 loyal employees—and his own life—on the line. But it’s becoming dangerously clear that Paul himself is not Too Big to Fail…or
to be killed.
Khaavren of the House of Tiassa is a son of landless nobility, possessor of a good sword and "tolerably well-acquainted with its use." Along
with three loyal friends, he enthusiastically seeks out danger and excitement. But in a realm renowned for repartee and betrayals, where
power is as mutable as magic, a young man like Khaavren, newly come from the countryside, had best be wary. His life depends on it. And
so does the future of Draegara. Set in the same world as Stephen Brust's beloved Vlad Taltos books, The Phoenix Guards is a fantasy
rewrite of The Three Musketeers—a swashbuckling tale of adventure. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Captain Gronow, joined the Grenadier guards as a young subaltern in 1812, having completed his studies at Eton and was widely know in
England and the Continent thereafter as a raconteur and a fine pistol shot. His “Reminiscences” span four volumes in their original edition,
an edited version was produced around the turn of the 19th century, having varied titles but following a stream of collected anecdotes set in
distinct eras. These memoirs have achieved a high degree of fame and are justly accorded much historical respect, especially in those
incidents where Gronow was personally present to record the words and deeds of those around him. Although admitted to the highest
society, Gronow is far from being a snob and his works bear the stamp of a high degree of moral probity, they could not be described as the
handiwork of a gossip. The first volume concentrates, as the title suggests, around Gronow’s experiences between 1812 and 1816, initially
his experiences were military; He fought under the Duke of Wellington in the last two years of the Peninsular war being present at the battle
of the Nivelle. His memories of the 1815 campaign and the culminating battle of Waterloo are widely known and quoted, they are vivid,
accurate and of especial interest. After the fall of Napoleon, Gronow recounts his adventures and encounters in society in London and Paris,
in the clubs, soirées, the opera and the field of honour, tales of “six bottlemen” and duels abound, tales of fortunes won and lost at rouge et
noir. The great and the good of the period appear in thumb sketches and anecdotes; men such as The Duke of Wellington, Blucher, Beau
Brumell, Romeo Coates, General Ornano, Lord Byron, Lord Canning, Shelley, Kangaroo Cook, the Duke of York all feature. “Reading
Gronow is like drinking champagne - effervescent and mildly addictive” Author - Captain Rees Howell Gronow - (1794–1865)
Attempting to help relatives escape from East Germany in the mid-1960s, an American woman and her husband were arrested in communist
Hungary. This graphic personal account highlights the shock of unexpected incarceration, life with thieves, prostitutes, and murderers, and
black market survival methods. The horrific experience of a police state system is in sharp contrast to the freedoms she has always known.
The book is about the revival of China in the 20th century and the first decade of the 21st century. It has eight parts: (1) The civil revolution in
China, (2) The countryside bases, (3) The Long Match of the Red Army, (4) The Anti Japanese War, (5) Decisive civil battles before the
establishment of the People’s Republic of China, (6) The Mao Era before the Great Cultural Revolution, (7) The Great Cultural Revolution,
and (8) The Reform and opening up. This version of the book is with pictures.
Clarice Lispector’s Complete Stories, 85 in all, are an epiphany, among the important books of this—or any—year The recent publication by
New Directions of five Lispector novels revealed to legions of new readers her darkness and dazzle. Now, for the first time in English, are all
the stories that made her a Brazilian legend: from teenagers coming into awareness of their sexual and artistic powers to humdrum
housewives whose lives are shattered by unexpected epiphanies to old people who don’t know what to do with themselves. Clarice’s stories
take us through their lives—and ours. From one of the greatest modern writers, these stories, gathered from the nine collections published
during her lifetime, follow an unbroken time line of success as a writer, from her adolescence to her death bed.

He has no sturdy figure, no handsome face, and no dazzling family property, so he is not surprised that he is despised by some
girls, but he doesn't care. For him, saving his tribe is the most important thing. Although he is just a humble guard, he firmly
believes that he has the ability to help the tribe get out of trouble.He sought a solution from a fairy, and she told him that in order to
save the people, he must first purify and conquer the negative emotions in his heart, and accept the trials given to him by God. He
resolutely embarked on this destined arduous and long journey ...?About the Author?Chun Qiu Yu Gong, an outstanding online
novelist, has authored many novels with various styles, and his representative works include Security Guard’s Romance and so
on. His novels are welcomed by everyone for his fascinating storyline.
For readers of WE HUNT THE FLAME and EVERLESS; in ROOTS OF BLOOD, blood is currency and allies come from the
unlikeliest of places. Nym is the last living nymph in the province of Galia, and Jay is out for her blood. Her people have been
hunted to near-extinction for the healing properties in their bodies. She’s supposed to be Jay’s solution to everything. Instead,
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Jay’s convictions war with his loyalties and he saves her from certain death, becoming a mercenary on the run in the process.
Nym knows she can’t trust him — she has the scars to prove it — but she has no other choice. Jay is her only option, and his only
option is to return home from banishment, risking imprisonment and even death, if he wants to keep them both safe.
The Old GuardA Monthly Journal Devoted to the Principles of 1776 and 1787With the Guards' Brigade from Bloemfontein to
Koomati Poort and BackDevil's DuePenguin
Prospects for the 1907 archaeological season in Egypt are looking somewhat dull to Amelia. As a result of Emerson's less-thandiplomatic behaviour, they have been demoted to examining only the most boring tombs in the Valley of the Kings - mere leftovers,
really. And then, in a seedy section of Cairo, the younger members of the Peabody Emerson clan purchase a mintcondition
papyrus of the famed Book of the Dead, the collection of magical spells and prayers designed to ward off the perils of the
underworld and lead the deceased into everlasting life. But for as long as there have been graves, there have also been grave
robbers - and so begins a new adventure into antiquity. The season rapidly switches from dull to deadly as Amelia strives to
untangle a web woven of criminals and cults, stolen treasures and fallen women - all the while under the unblinking eye of a
ruthless, remorseless killer.
From a Diamond Dagger winner: A dark tale of murderous conspiracies, secret societies, and a royal family in danger. After a
series of hideous and gruesome crimes, Inspector Doug McHarg is asking questions—but some people don’t want him to. That
includes his boss on the local police force and Scotland Yard—not to mention whoever is sending him death threats. But McHarg is
an unhappy man with little left to lose, and he intends to follow up on the clues that increasingly point to a mysterious, massively
powerful organization with a reach that extends to both the White House and the British throne . . . “Reginald Hill is quite simply
one of the best at work today.” —The Boston Globe
The Guards Brigade consisted of three battalions, the 3rd Grenadier Guards, 1st Coldstream Guards and 1st Scottish Fusilier
Guards (as the Scots Guards were then known).The book opens with a resum of the causes of the War and an analysis of the
woeful disorganization of the Army, in contrast to the efficiency of the Royal Navy. The Brigades performance in the major battles
(Alma, inkerman etc.) is examined. The author describes the Russians plans, the ground and conditions experienced by the long
suffering troops. The roles and abilities of the various commanders, often found wanting, is fascinatingly treated. After the war was
over, the return home and parades are described.
A fast-paced international escapade, laced with adrenaline, glamour, and romance--perfect for fans of Ally Carter Avery West's
newfound family can shut down Prada when they want to shop in peace, and can just as easily order a bombing when they want to
start a war. Part of a powerful and dangerous secret society called the Circle, they believe Avery is the key to an ancient prophecy.
Some want to use her as a pawn. Some want her dead. To unravel the mystery putting her life in danger, Avery must follow a trail
of clues from the monuments of Paris to the back alleys of Istanbul with two boys who work for the Circle—beautiful, volatile Stellan
and mysterious, magnetic Jack. But as the clues expose a stunning conspiracy that might plunge the world into World War 3, she
discovers that both boys are hiding secrets of their own. Now she will have to choose not only between freedom and family--but
between the boy who might help her save the world, and the one she's falling in love with.
New York Times bestselling author Taylor Anderson continues the thrilling Destroyermen series of alternate history and military
strategy, as the conflict is about to become terrifyingly personal.... Captain Matt Reddy and the crew of the USS Walker have been
fighting for their lives ever since their ship was swept from the Pacific to another world and they became embroiled in a deadly
conflict between their Lemurian allies and the ravening Grik. But things are about to get worse. With Reddy’s family and allies held
prisoner by the mad General Kurokawa, the mysterious League and evil Dominion plotting schemes of their own, and the Grik
trying to build their swarm and concentrate power, Reddy faces danger on all sides. Although desperate to confront Kurokawa,
Captain Reddy fears he’s subordinating the war effort for personal reasons. But Kurokawa is too dangerous to be left alone. With
the mighty League battleship Savoie at his command, he plots a terrible vengeance against Reddy and his tiny, battered
destroyer. The stage is set for a devastating cataclysm, and Reddy and his allies will have to risk everything to protect what they
hold dear.
There is no escape from the Hell that awaits them... There is evil everywhere Rayne turns. How will she know whom to trust as
they undergo their new mission? And now they are facing the wrath of the dark Fae world, is there any hope of them surviving?
With darkness lurking In every shadow one thing is clear:not everyone will make it out alive..
The fourth in the Honor Series When you're the president's daughter and the closest thing the country has to a first lady, your life
is never really your own. When you're the woman charged to guard the first daughter, and you also happen to be her lover, every
moment of every day is filled with challenges—and a mistake could cost you everything. Unbeknownst to either Blair Powell or
Secret Service agent Cameron Roberts, they are at the center of a conspiracy that will rock the world when a net of violence and
death draws down upon them and the nation. In a journey that begins on the streets of Paris's Left Bank and culminates in a wild
flight for their lives, the president's daughter and those who are sworn to protect her wage a desperate struggle for survival.
When her mate's ex-wife shows up on the run from her new boyfriend, who turns out to be less than human, shapeshifter Mercy
Thompson must stop the bodies from piling up.
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